Class 4 - Online learning 1/4/20
IT'S EASTER!
That means only one more day of structured online learning and I hope you enjoy it.
Well done yesterday on all your hard work, especially to Mia who won our SPAG
game and got herself 5 raffle tickets, Isla who came second and Jake who came
third! Congratulations guys!
Over Easter I will be putting up a page of Easter projects I would like you to do, but
that means you have the whole two weeks to complete them. So take your time.
I hope you all have brilliant half terms and fill your days with fun, yet productive
things.
Special mention to Emily and Ellis who will have their birthdays’ in the half term, so I
hope you both have brilliant days.
Any questions while we are away please feel free to send me an email
(awoolliscroft@four-elms.kent.sch.uk).
Mrs Woolliscroft
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Time

Learning

9-9.30

PE

9.30-10

The End of Term Quiz

10-10.30 English
10.30- 11 Break time

11-12.15 Maths
12.15-1.15 Lunch time
1.15-1.45 Art
1.45-2

Break time

2-3.15

Experience – DT – Class 4 Bake Off

PE
Keep staying active!
https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1
The End of Term Quiz
https://wordwall.net/play/1171/999/381
English
I will be giving you time over Easter to finish your stories, however today is for more
editing. We all tend to get over excited when story writing and your work is not as
coherent as I know it can be. Today please re-read your work, look for:
-Proper nouns, they need capitals
-Choice of adjectives- is that really the best adjective you know?
-Spellings- does a spelling not look right? That probably means it’s not- look it up in a
dictionary or online.
-Punctuation- have you used; full stops, commas, semi colons, colons, brackets,
exclamation marks, question marks, speech marks (correctly) and ellipses?
After you have checked I then want you to choose 4 sentences to improve. Choose 4
that you know are not your best work, rewrite them underneath and work on them
until you are really proud of them

Maths
Please find attached different sheets for green, orange, red and even…really red
maths questions today. Choose your own level- you do not need to start on a
different colour and work your way up. The answers are also attached – so please
do not cheat.

Art
Time to start practicing for our final front covers. The idea is that we will be creating
the front cover for our final comic books. Feel free to use today to get some
inspiration, look at comic book covers, graphic novel front covers and illustrations of
your main character.
Sketch down any ideas in your sketch book in pencil, you should not be spending the
whole time on one drawing. The idea of today’s research is to get as many ideas
down as possible. Do quick sketches- they don’t have to be perfect!

Experience – DT – Class 4 Bake Off
I will be giving you the whole of the Easter holiday to complete your bakes.
But before we bake we need to think about how we are going to evaluate our final
cake. In order for Paul and Prue (aka me) to judge your design properly I am going
to need 2 things….
1. A photo of your final masterpiece. Make sure you have sent me your original
annotated sketch to go alongside this.
2. An evaluation- which I will go into more detail down below.

Evaluation
Today you will be planning your evaluation. This will include a few different sections.
1. Space for your own reflective thoughts, how do you think you did? Does it look like
your original design? What went well? What could you improve?
2. Other people’s thoughts;
1. I am going to need the parents/carers and siblings to get involved. Make them try
your creation and give you a rating out of 5, but also a quote. You could even send a
photo or video call a relative to see what they think about how your cake looks.
Please see how I would like this set out below.

I am giving you the whole Easter holiday to get your bake done, as I know it can be a
struggle to get ingredients, if you are having any issues in making the cake, please
get hold of me via email so I can help. When you are baking I would like you to do as
much of the work as possible, practicing skills such as weighing, cracking eggs and
decorating, but please anything that involves the oven needs to be supervised by an
adult. Enjoy baking and I cannot wait to see what you create.

